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Does Florida Rule of Civil Procedure 1.�2� 
Apply to Probate and Trust Proceedings? 

By Jon Scuderi, Esq., Goldman, Felcoski & Stone P.A., Naples, FL and
Rebecca Y. Zung-Clough, Esq., Wealth Strategist, Northern Trust, NA, Naples FL

“The uncertainty concerning

the application of the rule to

probate and trust attorney fee 

proceedings has boiled over

into the lower courts.”

 When the Supreme Court of Florida created Florida 
Rule of Civil Procedure 1.525, effective January 1, 2001, 
the landscape of civil procedure changed with regard to 
the timing of serving requests for attorneys’ fees. The rule 
now states that “any party seeking a judgment taxing costs, 
attorneys’ fees, or both shall serve a motion no later than 
30 days after filing of the judgment, including a judgment of 
dismissal, or the service of a notice of voluntary dismissal.” 
It is certain that the Supreme Court of Florida intended that 
the rule be concise, unambiguous and explicit. As applied 
to a standard civil case, mission probably accomplished. 
However, it is a different story when one attempts to ap-
ply the rule to the various probate and trust attorney fee 
proceedings. 
 How does a Florida Rule of 
Civil Procedure apply to a probate 
or trust proceeding? The Florida 
Trust Code states that subject to a 
few exceptions, “proceedings con-
cerning trusts shall be commenced 
by filing a complaint and shall be 
governed by the Florida Rules 
of Civil Procedure.”1 In probate, 
certain proceedings are deemed 
adversary or can be declared ad-
versary, and if they are so deemed 
or declared then the Florida Rules 
of Civil Procedure do apply.2

The Background
 A trial court has continuing jurisdiction, within a reason-
able time, to entertain a post-judgment motion for attorneys’ 
fees.3 F.R.C.P. 1.525 was created “to cure the evil” of 
uncertainty created by tardy motions for fees and costs; 
and second, to eliminate the prejudice that tardy motions 
cause to both the opposing party and the trial court.”4 By 
establishing an explicit time to serve a motion for attorneys’ 
fees and costs, the rule eliminated the uncertainty created 
by the reasonable time rule.5

 F.R.C.P. 1.525 works well in a standard civil litigation 
case where there are plaintiffs and defendants and maybe 
some counterclaimants as well. However, attorney fee 
proceedings in the probate and trust arena present some 
unique circumstances not addressed by the rule. Spe-
cifically, in certain probate and trust cases a non-party 
(attorney) might have a right to recover fees for services 
provided on behalf of the estate or trust. Additionally, the 
interested person who may bear the ultimate responsibility 
for payment of the fees may not have been a party to the 

underlying proceeding. Further, in civil litigation the method 
of taxing attorneys’ fees and costs is based on prevailing 
party considerations.6 That is not necessarily the case in 
probate and trust attorney fee proceedings. 
 The uncertainty concerning the application of the rule 
to probate and trust attorney fee proceedings has boiled 
over into the lower courts, mainly because some probate 
and trust practitioners have incorrectly assumed the rule 
does not apply. The goal of this article is to assist the 
practitioner in wading through the various statutes and the 
relevant case law to provide some thoughts regarding the 
applicability of F.R.C.P. 1.525 to the various probate and 
trust attorney fee proceedings.

Breach of Fiduciary Duty 
Actions
 One of the most frequently liti-
gated issues in the probate and 
trust area is whether a fiduciary 
has breached its fiduciary duty to 
the interested persons. Both the 
Florida Trust Code and the Florida 
Probate Code contain statutes that 
address the taxation of attorneys’ 
fees and costs upon completion of 
the lawsuit. The Florida Trust Code 
provides in pertinent part that in all 
actions for breach of fiduciary duty 

or challenging the exercise, or failure to exercise, a trustee’s 
powers, the court shall award taxable costs as in chancery 
actions, including attorney fees.7 The statute also applies to 
various trust modification and reformation proceedings.8

 The Florida Probate Code provides that in actions for 
breach of fiduciary duty or challenging the exercise or 
failure to exercise a personal representative’s powers, the 
court shall award taxable costs as in chancery actions, 
including attorneys’ fees.9

 A review of the plain language of the statutes reveals 
that these proceedings involve the taxation of costs, in-
cluding attorneys’ fees, against the opposing party, and, 
therefore, fall within F.R.C.P. 1.525. Hence, it is clear that 
a party seeking fees or costs under the provisions in either 
the Florida Trust Code or the Florida Probate Code would 
indeed be required to serve its motion within thirty days of 
the judgment.
 There is one potential trap of which a trustee ought to be 
aware: in some instances, the trustee may have been able 
to pay his attorneys from trust assets during the pendency 
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of the proceeding. While it may seem that it would not be 
necessary to file a motion for attorneys’ fees at the con-
clusion of the case if those fees have been paid, such an 
assumption could be a costly mistake for the trustee. Both 
the statutory provisions referred to above permit the court 
to direct payment against a party’s interest in the estate 
or trust or against that party’s other property.10 Therefore, 
even if the trustee’s attorney has been paid from trust as-
sets, the trustee may still need to file a motion to assess 
the fees against the opposing party’s share of the trust. 
The trustee should be certain to file that motion within the 
given thirty day time limit so that beneficiaries who did not 
participate in the litigation are not taxed attorneys’ fees and 
costs against their shares. 

Fiduciary Attorneys’ Fees
 Both the Florida Probate Code and the Florida Trust 
Code provide statutory provisions that address reason-
able compensation for the fiduciary’s counsel for services 
performed in the estate and trust administration.11 The 
statutes permit an interested person to petition the court to 
review the compensation paid or to be paid to a fiduciary’s 

attorney and increase or decrease fees for ordinary ser-
vices or award compensation for extraordinary services.12 
Further, the statutes provide a list of factors for the court 
to consider when determining reasonable compensation.13 
Proceedings brought under these provisions are a part of 
the estate and trust administration process.14 They are 
separate proceedings that have nothing to do with a post-
judgment proceeding seeking the taxation of fees or costs 
against an opposing party. Therefore, F.R.C.P. 1.525 does 
not apply.
 A word of caution. The provisions address extraordinary 
services which can include litigation related services.15 
Nothing in the aforementioned provisions would alleviate 
the fiduciary’s responsibility to serve a timely motion for 
attorneys’ fees and costs if it was otherwise required to 
do so under F.R.C.P. 1.525. For example, a trustee who 
neglects to seek timely reimbursement for attorneys’ fees 
from the opposing beneficiary after successfully defend-
ing a breach of trust action should not be able to use this 
provision to recover those fees from the trust.
 In addition to the above proceedings, both the Florida 
Probate Code and the Florida Trust Code contain provi-
sions that allow the court to review the propriety of em-
ployment of any person employed by the fiduciary and the 
reasonableness of any compensation paid to that person or 
to the fiduciary.16 For many of the reasons discussed above, 
this is also a separate proceeding that would not invoke 
F.R.C.P. 1.525 because it is not a proceeding involving the 
taxation of fees or costs against an opposing party. This 
type of proceeding is an independent proceeding brought 
to determine reasonable compensation, and not the type 
of matter that would be decided on a post-judgment motion 
for attorneys’ fees. 
 Another word of caution. These statutory provisions do 
permit the fiduciary, or the person employed by the fidu-
ciary, to recover its costs, including attorneys’ fees, incurred 
litigating the fee matters.17 This is commonly referred to as 
“fees on fees.” The one exception to “fees on fees” is when 
the fiduciary’s requested compensation is determined to 
be substantially unreasonable.18 Seeking “fees on fees” 
moves the fiduciary into the post-judgment arena and may 
potentially invoke F.R.C.P. 1.525. The prudent practitioner 
will serve any motions for “fees on fees” within thirty days 
of the date that the final order is rendered.

Attorneys’ Right to Fees
 Both the Florida Probate Code and the Florida Trust 
Code provide that an attorney who has provided services 
that benefit an estate or a trust may be awarded reasonable 
compensation from the estate or trust.19 While there are no 
appellate decisions that directly address the applicability 
of F.R.C.P. 1.525 to these statutory sections, arguably the 
rule does not apply. Rule 1.525 applies to a party. The rule 
begins by stating that “any party seeking a judgment….” 
The statutory provisions apply to the attorney, not the party. 
Thus the conclusion can be drawn that perhaps Rule 1.525 
does not apply. 
 While Florida Rule of Judicial Administration, Rule 
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2.505(h) states that an attorney is the agent of the client 
(party), the attorney, when seeking fees under these provi-
sions, is not acting as an agent of the party. However, what 
if the attorney has already received compensation and 
currently is seeking reimbursement for his client from the 
estate or trust assets? In that instance, one could argue 
that the attorney is acting as the agent for the client, and 
therefore, the rule should apply. Since the right seems 
to belong to the attorney, it is unlikely that an analysis of 
whether F.R.C.P. 1.525 applies will turn on whether or not 
the attorney is seeking actual payment for herself versus 
reimbursement for her client. 
 Further, when analyzing the applicability of F.R.C.P. 
1.525 to these statutory provisions it may be significant 
that the right to fees involves more than simply determin-
ing the prevailing party.20 It involves a determination that 
the attorney’s services actually benefited the estate or 
trust.21

 Also, fees under the statutory provisions are not limited 
to fees for litigation services. Presumably, a beneficiary’s 
attorney who provided valuable tax advice to the fiduciary 
would be able to recover a fee under these provisions. 
F.R.C.P. 1.525 would not apply in that situation.
 Finally, the argument that F.R.C.P. 1.525 does not ap-
ply may be further bolstered by the fact that interested 
persons may bear the burden of the fees awarded even if 
those interested persons were not parties or participants 
to the underlying proceeding. In that instance, the court 
would not have sufficient jurisdiction over the interested 
person to rule on a post-judgment motion. The attorney’s 
application for a fee under the statutory provisions could 
very well require the filing of a separate complaint (trust) 
or a separate proceeding by formal notice (probate) to join 
all the interested persons if those interested persons were 
not joined in the original proceeding.

Proponent of Will
 The Florida Probate Code has a provision that may 
permit a proponent of a will, even if probate of that will is 
ultimately denied or revoked, to recover costs and attor-
neys’ fees from the estate as long as the proponent acted 
in good faith in offering the will for probate.22 The propo-
nent seeking fees under this provision is not a prevailing 
party. 
 The determination of entitlement turns not on prevail-
ing party considerations but upon whether the proponent 
acted in good faith. Denial or revocation of probate may 
not even be a result of litigation. For example, there may 
be a proponent who voluntarily withdraws the petition for 
administration upon learning the will was forged. Finally, the 
provision is not necessarily designed to seek fees against 
an opposing party or their particular interest in the estate, 
although that could be the case. Therefore, F.R.C.P. 1.525 
probably does not apply to this statutory provision.

Costs
 A motion for costs must be served within the thirty day 
time limit as provided in F.R.C.P. 1.525. In addition to the 
specific provisions addressed above, the Florida Trust 
Code23 and the Florida Probate Code24 both contain pro-
visions which address the award of costs. Under either 
section, the court may direct from what part of the estate 
or trust the costs shall be paid.
 There are no surprises here. However, if the fiduciary 
has been paying costs from the estate or trust during the 
pendency of the litigation, the fiduciary may be required 
to serve its motion within thirty days in order to have the 
court direct from what part of the estate or trust the costs 
should be allocated.

Conclusion
 Because there is still confusion as to whether F.R.C.P. 
1.525 applies to certain probate and trust attorneys’ fee 
proceedings, it is highly recommended that the practitioner 
serve the motion for fees and costs within thirty days of en-
try of the final judgment. If everyone follows this advice, the 
issue will disappear. While a fiduciary may not be required 
to file a motion in every situation, very careful analysis is 
suggested before arriving at that conclusion.
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